Run 2088 - 18 March 2017
Scribe Report
Run 2088 - 18 March, 2017
Venue: Sungei Sendat Waterfall (Ulu Yam Baru)
Hare: Dhila Azman
Co-Hares: Azman Taufik & Rambo
An interesting pattern of dry road and nil visability rain preceded the run on our journey up. Expecting the
worst, we arrived at the run-site and were pleasantly surprised - it had rained but the ground was still firm
enough to be runable.
The run started off uphill and continued up for quite a while (I hadn't noticed Rambo was a co-hare!). Being
someone who is not as fit as he was, and not a fan of big long hills, I have to say that the trail we were
following was so nice that the hill, although not unnoticeable, was quite acceptable, and a good work out.
The checks in the first half of the run were excellent and kept the pack together very well. In the latter half we
spread out, the first runner I am guessing would have been about 1hr. 20 min, I came in at 1hr 35 and most
were back within 2 hrs .. and importantly, nobody was lost. I have to say this was one of the nicest runs I
have been on for a long while, the jungle trail was beautiful - a great introduction to Malaysia and hashing for
our guests (who numbered 10). The only criticism from the frbs was that there was a lot of single file and it
was difficult for them to get a good run in, which was fair comment.
Ronny Swiss did a great job as stand in GM for the circle after which we headed to the restaurant, where the
hares had made the usual guess at 6 tables....we actually needed 9 and so there was a bit of a delay while
we were all accomodated. Sadly the signature dish of prawns in coconut was not on our menu to the
dissapointment of many. But in all, a very good Hashday! Thanks to the hares.

